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Ghorpade, B, B.—A Document on the Depredation committed
in the pargana of Petlad, (Maratlii text). BISMQ.
XXII, Pt. 1, Supplement pages 2-6.	[934
Gode, P. K—Raghunatha. A Protege of Queen Dipabai of
Tanjore, and bis Works: Between A. D. 1675-1712. [935
Identifies the royal patron of Raghunatha as Diparnbika  queen of
Ekoji of Tanjore, and discusses the work of the author.
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Dakshina-Murtimandir, Nagpur, 1941.	[940
Eight lectures delivered by the author at Nagpur on the subject
which forms the title of the book have been collected together in this
small volume. The writer investigates here the various causes men-
tioned by different writers as having contributed to the downfall of
the Maratha power and he mentions two of them as having really
brought about the tragic result, viz., the absence of the idea of a com-
mon nationality and the ignorance of the science of war.
The title of the book is misleading as the- author has treated only
the downfall and not the rise of the Marathas. There is nothing very
much new or original in the book, though its treatment is logical and
its language chaste.
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